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Five Ways S&OP Enables
Collaboration and More
Intelligent Forecasting
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“Companies that manage
S&OP purely as a supply
chain process are not seeing
the bigger picture. Today’s
competitive market pressures
require that S&OP focus less
on yesterday’s back order and
more on how the company’s
existing capacity can meet
long-term plans.”
— Ernst & Young, “Gaps in Your Sales
and Operations Planning Process?”

n 2011, 65% of supply chains experienced a disruption, according to an analysis of corporate annual reports by Supply Chain
Insights. Globalization has accentuated traditional risk factors,
which can include unreliable lead times, capacity constraints and
inventory shortages.
The complexity of today’s supply chains and a volatile economy
has more companies recognizing and emphasizing the importance
of Sales and Operations Planning (S&OP). Companies are focusing more on S&OP as they contend with tighter budgets and less
predictability. Results from a 2011 Chief Supply Chain Officer survey
show 48% of corporate respondents expect to increase their focus
on S&OP.
S&OP provides value to businesses by eliminating data silos so
key decision makers can see how their actions impact other parts of
the company. Increasingly, companies are adopting S&OP plans that
are integrated with financial planning and budgeting processes, according to a 2011 Aberdeen Group report. These companies, identified as “best in class” by Aberdeen, are looking beyond traditional
demand-forecasting S&OP to align financial objectives with their
supply chain operations.
“Companies that manage S&OP purely as a supply chain process are not seeing the bigger picture,” according to a 2012 Ernst &
Young S&OP report. “Today’s competitive market pressures require
that S&OP focus less on yesterday’s back order and more on how
the company’s existing capacity can meet long-term plans.”
Here are five ways S&OP fosters collaboration across the entire
organization to increase predictability and support corporate
financial goals.
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1. Aligning Goals With Cross-Functional Visibility
Many companies struggle with S&OP because the process isn’t integrated
across multiple business functions. Successful S&OP programs typically involve sales, marketing, production, procurement, transportation and finance.
With S&OP, a sales executive can see traditional sales data, such as history and forecasts, as well as time-phased inventory projections and production capacity. This insight and perspective can be an eye opener for sales
staff who might not otherwise take forecasting seriously. S&OP shows them
how their forecasts impact manufacturing schedules and inventory levels.
Likewise, production managers can see whether they’re producing enough
product to meet sales demand.
Advanced S&OP processes may also require suppliers and customers to
verify demand data and align processes to plans and expectations, management consulting firm Booz & Co. reports in a 2009 study.
This alignment of metrics helps each organizational level make strategic
decisions that benefit the entire company. For example, many key manufacturing decisions are based on whether operations can meet specific productivity targets rather than profitability goals, according to the Booz report. By
tying production to finance, S&OP allows senior-level production managers
to see the financial impact of those decisions so they can adjust accordingly.

2. Leveraging Existing Technology and the ‘Social Network’

“Most importantly, technology
enables the ability to rapidly
react when real-life scenarios
unfold in real time like
supply shortages or plant
breakdowns”
— 2011 Aberdeen Group report

Companies previously managed S&OP with Excel spreadsheets. Current
S&OP technology has advanced to provide integrated reporting with demand planning and supply planning systems, along with color-coded alerts
and search functions that show users differences between their business
plan and actual business conditions. Technology reduces the amount of
time S&OP planners spend on manual operations, Aberdeen reports. “Most
importantly, technology enables the ability to rapidly react when real-life
scenarios unfold in real time like supply shortages or plant breakdowns,”
Aberdeen notes.
Despite S&OP technology advancements, many companies are not
taking advantage of the available tools. One industry survey revealed the
greatest challenge companies identified in their S&OP process was a lack of
technology capable of performing “what-if” analyses, IndustryWeek reports.
What-if capabilities allow management to simulate new business scenarios and view their impact on production, inventory and backlogs. What-if
simulations can demonstrate the impact of a plant closing or the addition of
a sales territory.
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The data comes from various supporting technologies integrated with
the S&OP system. These technologies can include ERP systems, warehouse
or inventory management systems, demand planning and supply planning
applications. Cutting-edge S&OP technologies incorporate social-networking tools to enable even greater collaboration.
This includes the use of Facebook, LinkedIn and now Yammer to
enhance S&OP’s idea-sharing capabilities. These S&OP applications link the
software to the company’s social-networking account. Rather than send a
broadcast email, users can view discussions on issues that impact forecasts
from a single interface.

3. Keeping Core Customers Satisfied

“Understanding the relative
nature of lost sales (and
margin) to the incremental
costs of overproduction helps
to define the levels of risk that
can be taken at every stage.”
— Booz & Co., “A Fresh Look at Sales
and Operations Planning.”

Conventional business thought says that acquiring new customers is six to
seven times more expensive than retaining an existing customer. Businesses
often discover this hard reality when they accept large orders from new customers. New business creates a fight for capacity. Today’s global supply chains
can further complicate customer service. Using S&OP’s what-if capabilities,
companies can decide whether they’re prepared to handle new business.
S&OP reviews might reveal capacity opportunities with other product
families. The business can use this information to change its production
focus and manage more effectively based on demand. Ernst & Young notes
that companies that use S&OP can increase their order fill rates up to 10%.
One major housewares company used S&OP to teach its sales force to
look at the total cost of serving customers rather than make the largest sale,
Booz reports. After two years of acquisitions, the company struggled with
customer service because of excess inventory at all stages of production. By
using S&OP, the company slashed inventory 20%, improved lead times for
vendors and customers, and reduced its sourcing costs 15%.
Some companies have integrated their S&OP programs with their
customers’ databases to enhance service levels. In 2006, processed foods
manufacturer Del Monte Foods Co. tapped into some of its key customers’
databases, including Wal-Mart, and stored that information in its own S&OP
system, IndustryWeek reports.
“We can help them to understand where they can improve the cycle
time of our replenishment and in-stock level at the shelf, and get some of
the same type of inventory reductions for them that we’ve been seeing with
equal or better on-shelf availability, which is pretty powerful,” ex-Del Monte
Chief Information Officer Marc Brown said in 2010.
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4. Inventory Insights into Seasonal Changes

About Demand Solutions
Demand Management, Inc. is a
leading global supply chain planning
software company that offers
affordable, easy-to-use tools for
manufacturers and distributors who
want to increase forecast accuracy,
improve customer service levels and
reduce overall inventory to maximize
profits and lower costs.

The S&OP system Del Monte deployed helped the company lower its inventory level by approximately 27% in two years, driven by more visibility into
its distribution centers. “We know our restocking points, we know what the
demand looks like, and we can project where we’re going to have outages
and how much demand we’re going to have in the future,” Brown said.
Inventory optimization is among the primary reasons many companies
adopt an S&OP program. S&OP helps managers see how a change to the
forecast or production plan will impact inventory as well as future production and capacity levels. S&OP’s inventory-management attributes are
particularly useful within industries that experience seasonal demand spikes.
Traditional forecasting tools incorporate seasonal factors but don’t take into
account how that variability will impact inventory.
For instance, an S&OP system may send an alert to build inventories
several months before the holiday season to avoid capacity issues. S&OP
provided one apparel manufacturer with the visibility to develop a demanddriven pull production system for core products while keeping seasonal
goods on a forecast basis, according to Booz. “Using S&OP, it developed a
cross-functional collaborative approach to forecasting, made better decisions on production sourcing and inventory by taking service and lead-time
trade-offs into account, and recast the warehousing of products with better
SKU data,” Booz reports.

5. Market Transparency: Picking the Winners and Losers
Facing increasing global competition, more companies are introducing multiple products around the same time hoping for a few wins. This practice creates
an unpredictable environment for production planning and decision making,
according to the Booz report. Some of these companies are using S&OP to
identify trends that provide early indications of product success or failure.
More sophisticated analytical S&OP modeling tools—especially those
that include gap analysis capabilities—provide companies with initial
indicators that help them pinpoint medium-term and long-term trends.
This information helps the supply chain prepare to react to these predictive
inputs. “Understanding the relative nature of lost sales (and margin) to the
incremental costs of overproduction helps to define the levels of risk that
can be taken at every stage,” the Booz report concludes.
Companies can use these predictive models to view the impact of
pricing and merchandising decisions. S&OP also is an effective way to manage inventory swings caused by promotional campaigns, reports Hitachi
Consulting in “Sales and Operations Planning—The Basics.” In addition, S&OP
provides transparency into poorly performing products, reducing the likelihood of excessive inventory and expensive product phase-outs. l
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